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Itsuno had a specific vision of the game from the very beginning: three playable characters, Nero as the protagonist, and the game begins with the loss of his rights. At first, Swain and Manga were even willing to accept the terms, but game designer Takashi Miura offered a playable story and positive player feedback that helped boost the franchise's sales. However, it was later revealed
that gameplay negotiations stalled as the developers wanted to make the game more rough and free of quest elements, which did not sit well with fans who demanded that Hitman be more detailed. After that, Takayuki and Tsukasa Takahiro decided not to renew their contracts and instead quit Square Enix. At the same time, Takahira never wrote an official statement about the
termination of development. The accompanying game was sold without re-releases, but several patches were released. With their help, it was possible to restore some game locations. As of April 2014, the game is available in versions containing two campaigns. Game-enabled versions include an enhanced version of the game with minor enhancements. In the fall of 2013, SquareEnix
announced plans to release a HitMan collector's edition in March 2014, followed by a mass edition in June. The edition included all expansions, as well as additional content for pre-ordering the Collector's Edition. In December 2013, a limited version of the game with additional features went on sale. A version for the PlayStation 3 appeared especially for her, which was released a few
months after the official release. "Hitman" is a continuation of the Agent 47 game series, however, it has nothing to do with his previous games. The action of the original version takes place in the near future, when the main threat to humanity is not physical, but political threats. As the game progresses throughout Nero's storyline, issues that are important to him are revealed. Outside of
the game, 47 is revealed to be a member of a criminal gang that is after him. Also, when developing the game, Team Ico focused on the gameplay of "Half-Life 2" and "Halo", using a number of models in the style of these games. Therefore, the game received the game mechanics "Hunter's Mod". The main character in the original version is Nero Cullen. He works as a hired killer, but
his goal is not money at all, his goal in life is revenge. In the fifth part of the series, "" the plot was rewritten.At the start of the game, the main character
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